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ACTIVE MASK VARIABLE DATA INTEGRAL IMAGING SYSTEM AND METHOD

Related Applications

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.

60/784,203, filed March 21, 2006, and U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/784,202, filed

March 21, 2006, the contents of each of which are fully incorporated herein by this reference.

Technical Field

[0002] This invention relates generally to imaging and more particularly to using

integral lens arrays for variable three-dimensional images.

Background

[0003] Auto-stereoscopic methods present what appear to be three-dimensional

imagery to a viewer without the need for special glasses or other impediments (hence "auto"

stereo). The use of lens sheets, composed of an array of small lenses, to produce auto-

stereoscopic imagery is widely known. A lens sheet typically consists of a closely-packed

array of plano-convex lenses. The lenses are generally either spherical in shape (for

applications in what are called integral methods) or cylindrical in shape (for applications in

what are called lenticular methods). The lens sheet itself is transparent and the rear face,

which generally constitutes the focal plane, is effectively flat.

[0004] When an integral lens array sheet is coated with, or brought into intimate

contact with, a light sensitive material layer (such as a photographic emulsion) at the sheet's

focal plane and an exposure is made of an illuminated object or image placed at a close

proximity to the lens side of the sheet, each individual lens will record its own unique image

of the object or image based on its position relative to the array. In other words, the integral

method produces a large number of minute, juxtaposed images behind the lens array on the

light sensitive material layer. When realigned in original register with the same, or similar,

lens sheet after development of the exposure, a composite spatial reconstruction of the object

is re-created in front of the lens array that can be viewed from arbitrary directions within a

limited viewing angle.



[0005] This method of creating images is generally known as Integral Photography or

Integral Imaging and was first proposed in 1908 by physicist Professor Gabriel M. Lippmann.

He described a method to record a complete spatial image on a photographic plate, with

parallax in all directions, utilizing an array of small spherical lenses to both record and

playback the image. In his method, later known as the direct method, an object or scene is

recorded directly in front of the lens array. Because of limitations in the resolving power of

the individual lenslets, the distance an object could be placed in front of the array was

limited, and indeed only objects located a few centimeters from the array where properly re-

imaged. Unfortunately, unwanted moire artifacts were also common in this method because

of sub image crossover, which occurs when sub images are not juxtaposed and a sub image

formed by one lenslet would cross over to an adjacent lenslet. Further, the method only

allowed for objects to be recreated in front of the lens array, in other words, objects that

appeared to float only in front of the lens array, not within or behind it.

[0006] Herbert E. Ives later improved the technique in 1930, by incorporating a large

aperture camera lens (a lens with a diameter wider than the interocular distance between the

eyes) to optically suspend a "real" aerial image of an object in front of, within, or behind the

lens array. Later known as the indirect method, this allowed for a substantial increase the

depth of field and for objects to appear to float behind the lens array, instead of just in front.

Ives also proposed the use of a large concave mirror as an alternative to the primary lens.

[0007] The general optical principles of the indirect method, using a primary lens, are

nearly identical to those of an ordinary camera, with three exceptions. First, the objective

lens is typically much larger than a normal camera lens, so chosen to accept a wide field of

view of an object. Second, a lens array is placed directly in front of and often coated with the

light sensitive emulsion, with the lenslet side facing the objective lens. Third, the "real"

object is not brought into focus, instead it is placed relative to the lens screen/material layer

in such a manner to recreate the appearance of that object at that position.

[0008] The indirect method in integral imaging, which often consists of an optical

assembly of compound lenses, allows the location of the aerial "real" image to be adjusted by

either adjusting the location of the object, modifying the optical assembly, or adjusting the

proximity of the lens array within the focal plane of the camera, all along the z axis of the

optical train. In other words, objects could be made to appear floating in front of, at the



surface, or inside the lens array, or a combination thereof, simply by making one of these

adjustments in a precise manner.

[0009] Unfortunately, some form of spherical distortion artifacts are common by

virtue of the requirement of a relatively large aperture wide angle primary lenses or concave

mirror, and the cameras used in such systems are only capable of imaging relatively small

actual objects. The biggest drawback, however, to the photographic integral methods is that

the recorded images are pseudoscopic, or depth reversed, where the foreground is the

background and vise versa. Several complex photomechanical solutions were later proposed

to invert the depth. Known collectively as the "two step" methods, they typically involve a

secondary exposure of the original photographic plate through another lens sheet.

[0010] Later, a "one step" imaging solution was proposed. The "one step" imaging

solution includes presenting a calculated computer generated pseudoscopic image to the lens

array that naturally re-inverts the image. The image is formed by moving a series of

progressively changing contours of an image, in layers, on a cathode ray tube ("CRT") screen

or by presenting a succession of computer written transparency film masks in front of a high

intensity light source along the optical z axis. The result is a fully volumetric computer

generated image. The image is recorded through an integral lens array to a light sensitive

emulsion. This approach is based on the direct method (it does not incorporate a primary lens

or lenses) therefore resulting in a limited depth-of-field and only being able to reproduce

objects that appeared to float in front of the lens screen.

[0011] In a known one-step indirect method, the virtual object is formed using a high

intensity laser that is scanned by a galvanometer directly to the lens screen through a series of

optics. In this method, the primary lens or lens screen is moved along the optical z axis as the

image is drawn to achieve a fully volumetric image. This is recorded through an integral lens

array to a metal based material layer that is generally ablated or altered thermally to form an

image. Such a method has several drawbacks in practical field use for digital variable

imagery including the length of the optical path and the use of galvanometer laser scanners

and associated optics to produce the image. Use of such equipment likely limits the wide

spread use of the method in the field, for example, to produce identification cards (at a local

Department of Motor Vehicles, for instance), where a compact, high-speed, user-friendly

solution is required.



[0012] Moreover, known refractive lens based integral methods incorporate

commercially available lens arrays, which limit the use of the methods for security-level anti-

counterfeiting applications. Such methods further do not contemplate optical designs that

result in an optimized focal point to enable higher lens array frequencies beyond commonly

available lens arrays. The use of the integral imagery for anti-counterfeiting applications

requires the use of a new approach to lenslet design that puts the misuse of the array, even if

duplicated, out of the reach of common counterfeiting methods, such as lithographic printing.

[0013] A further need exists for imaging to non-uniform surfaces such as anti-tamper

wraps on pharmaceutical bottles or on pharmaceuticals themselves. Nearly all efforts to

discourage counterfeiting of pharmaceuticals and other counterfeit-prone edible products

have been implemented on the outer packaging of products, including micro-printed, tamper-

resistant containers and holograms and covert security features on the packaging. Besides

identifiable shapes, colors, and embossed features, few anti-counterfeiting security features

have been proposed to protect the edible products themselves. The advantage of creating

consumer-recognized security features on the pills themselves becomes especially important

when considering the practice of dispensing bulk pharmaceuticals, where no other high

security features exist.

[0014] One known method includes ink-jet printing edible lens array-related imagery,

using edible inks, onto edible products, and then molding an edible lens array on the printed

image to create a variety of edible, lens array-based effects. Pharmaceuticals and other small,

edible products, however, require a very high frequency lens array, typically exceeding 40

lenses per linear centimeter (exceeding 100 lenses per linear inch), which would greatly limit

the quality of the imagery using this method, as ink-jet printing resolutions are generally

insufficient for such an array. A higher resolution imaging method is therefore required to

yield high quality effects, especially when utilized to provide authentication protection.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0015] The above needs are at least partially met through provision of the active mask

variable data integral imaging system and method described in the following detailed

description, particularly when studied in conjunction with the drawings, wherein:



[0016] FIG. 1 comprises a side elevational view of an example active digital mask,

lens array, and optics system arrangement as configured in accordance with various

embodiments of the invention;

[0017] FIG. 2 comprises a side elevational view of an example active digital mask,

lens array, and optics system arrangement as configured in accordance with various

embodiments of the invention;

[0018] FIG. 3 comprises a block diagram of a system as configured in accordance

with various embodiments of the invention;

[0019] FIG. 4 comprises a front view of an example pre-distorted image provided by

an active digital mask as configured in accordance with various embodiments of the

invention;

[0020] FIG. 5 comprises a front view of a target object bearing an integral image as

created in accordance with various embodiments of the invention;

[0021] FIG. 6 comprises a perspective view of an example system as configured in

accordance with various embodiments of the invention;

[0022] FIG. 7 comprises a perspective view of an example system as configured in

accordance with various embodiments of the invention;

[0023] FIG. 8 comprises a flow diagram of a method of providing an integral image

as configured in accordance with various embodiments of the invention; and

[0024] FIG. 9 comprises a flow diagram of a method of distorting an image to

compensate for distortion as configured in accordance with various embodiments of the

invention.

[0025] Skilled artisans will appreciate that elements in the figures are illustrated for

simplicity and clarity and have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the

dimensions and/or relative positioning of some of the elements in the figures may be

exaggerated relative to other elements to help to improve understanding of various

embodiments of the present invention. Also, common but well-understood elements that are

useful or necessary in a commercially feasible embodiment are often not depicted in order to

facilitate a less obstructed view of these various embodiments of the invention. It will further

be appreciated that certain actions and/or steps may be described or depicted in a particular



order of occurrence while those skilled in the art will understand that such specificity with

respect to sequence is not actually required. It will also be understood that the terms and

expressions used herein have the ordinary meaning as is accorded to such terms and

expressions with respect to their corresponding respective areas of inquiry and study except

where specific meanings have otherwise been set forth herein.

Detailed Description

[0026] Generally speaking, pursuant to these various embodiments, a system for

forming an integral image includes an optics system spaced between an active digital mask

and the first side of an integral lens array, where the integral lens array has a light sensitive

material layer spaced relative to the second side of the integral lens array. Alternatively, the

active digital mask may provide the image directly to the integral lens array, or the image

may be focused on a projection screen placed relative to the integral lens array. The active

digital mask provides an image relative to the integral lens array and light sensitive material

such that the light sensitive material and integral lens array allow for viewing of the image as

above or below the integral lens array. The active digital mask allows for varying the

provided image to create a three dimensional image and to account for distortions caused by

the optics system or curvature in the integral lens array and light sensitive material.

Optionally, edible materials may be used for the lens array and light sensitive material.

[0027] So configured, a volumetric image may be provided using an integral lens

array despite aberrations in the optics system or curvature of the lens array and/or light

sensitive material. The image may appear to be above, below, or in approximately the same

plane as the integral lens array. Moreover, the system may be applied in various high

volume, high security applications such as at a Department of Motor Vehicles or for

providing security marks on pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical packaging.

[0028] These and other benefits may become clearer upon making a thorough review

and study of the following detailed description. Referring now to the drawings, and in

particular to FIGS. 1 and 2, a system for forming an integral image includes an active digital

mask 102 that provides an image via photons or light 104. The system includes an integral

lens array 106 with a first side 108 and a second side 110. A light sensitive material layer

112 is spaced relative to the second side of the integral lens array 106. The light sensitive

material layer 112 is often in contact with the second side of the integral lens array 106.



Typically, the system includes an optics system 114 spaced between the active digital mask

102 and the first side 108 of the integral lens array 106.

[0029] Generally, the active digital mask is a pixel-based screen such as, for example,

a rear illuminated pixel based screen, a self-luminous pixel based screen, or a reflective pixel

based screen. These screens may be rear illuminated by coherent or incoherent light,

depending on the light sensitive material layer utilized, and can be used to form flat imagery

that appears to float off or inside the surface of the lens array or used to form a fully

volumetric image. For example, with brief reference to FIG. 3, an active digital mask 102

may include a light source 103 and optics (not shown) directing light rays 105 to a screen 107

to provide the image.

[0030] More specifically, in the transparency method, an active-matrix liquid crystal

display ("LCD"), or similar rear-illuminated pixel-based screen is rear illuminated by an

incoherent or coherent light source of sufficient intensity to form juxtaposed sub-images of

the pixel screen. The juxtaposed sub-images are provided to a light-sensitive material layer

located at the focal plane of an integral lens array.

[0031] In the reflective method, a Digital Light Processing micro mirror array

("DLP"), Liquid Crystal On Silicone chip ("LCOS"), or similar reflective pixel-based screen,

is front illuminated by an incoherent or coherent light source of sufficient intensity to form

juxtaposed sub-images of light reflected from the pixel screen that are provided to a light-

sensitive emulsion located at the focal plane of an integral lens array.

[0032] In the self-luminous method, a high-resolution Cathode Ray Tube display

("CRT"), an emission flat panel plasma display ("plasma"), a Surface-conduction Electron-

emitter Display ("SED"), a Field Emission Display ("FED"), a Light Emitting Diode array

("LED"), an Organic Light-Emitting Diode display ("OLED"), a Polymer Light-Emitting

Diode display ("PLED"), or similar self-luminous pixel-based screen is used to form

juxtaposed sub-images of the pixel screen that are provided to a light-sensitive material layer

located at the focal plane of an integral lens array. In this method, the light-sensitive material

layer is formulated or chosen to be adequately sensitive to the available light transmitted by

the self-luminous display.

[0033] The active digital mask 102 is placed within the optical train such that the

active digital mask 102 provides an image 404 (as shown in FIG. 4) that is focused or



arranged to provide a suspended aerial image relative to the light sensitive material layer 112

and the integral lens array 106. The suspended aerial image, so configured, modifies the light

sensitive material 112 to create a modified light sensitive material. The modified light

sensitive material is at least a portion of the light sensitive material exposed to the image 404

from the active digital mask 102. When the modified light sensitive material is viewed

through the integral lens array 106, the modified light sensitive material provides a variable

image appearing above, within, or below the integral lens array 106. An example is provided

at FIG. 5 in which a target object 502, having an integral long array 106 and light sensitive

material 112 (not shown) at the object's 502 surface, has been exposed to the image from the

active digital mask 102, creating the integral image 504 visible on the object 502. As such,

the integral lens array 106 and light sensitive material layer 112 may be placed at a position

forward of the focal point 115 of the image 404 from the active digital mask 102 as shown in

FIG. 2, at the focal point 115, or at a position behind the focal point 115 of the image 404

from the active digital mask 102 as shown in FIG. 1.

[0034] The integral lens array 106 may be configured in a number of ways. It is

generally contemplated that the optical properties of the lenslets comprising the integral lens

array 106 are designed to focus a set of incoming light rays from the optics system 114 and/or

active digital mask 102 to converge to the smallest spot or focal point possible. Preferably,

the light rays are focused at the focal plane of the integral lens array 106 (typically at the

light-sensitive material layer 112), often taking into account the wavelength of light being

used in the imaging process. Such a configuration allows for a higher-frequency lens count

than is commonly commercially available for integral imaging or lithography thereby

providing an added level of security by frustrating counterfeiters using lithographic methods

to attempt to replicate the imaging process.

[0035] By one approach, the integral lens array 106 includes at least one of either a

plurality of refractive lenses or a plurality of diffractive lenses. Such lens arrays are generally

known in the art. For instance, lens arrays using refractive or diffractive lenses can be used

for focal plane light intensification for charge-coupled device ("CCD") arrays.

[0036] By another approach, the integral lens array 106 includes a plurality of

refraction-diffraction hybrid lenses. In such an approach, each of the refraction-diffraction

hybrid lenses includes a diffractive component and a refractive component. The refractive

component of the surface lens is aspherical. The diffractive component of the lens is



comprised of a plurality of concentric, ring-shaped facets. The diffractive component is

based on the wave nature of light because its features are in the same order of magnitude as

the wavelength of light used. Thus, the diffractive component makes use of interference (the

interaction of waves such as light waves with each other) to "break" a light wave and "re¬

arrange" it so that the new wave or waves propagate in the direction of constructive

interference. The diffractive component of this lens is so designed to preferably add a near

perfect spherical-aberration correction that could otherwise not be achieved with a single

refractive surface. This correction is possible for any wavelength and F-number.

[0037] So configured, the refractive/diffractive hybrid lens typically has an increased

efficiency allowing such lenses to be substantially reduced in size. By a typical approach, the

diffractive and refractive components are designed into a single surface lens. Such

approaches can achieve focal point sizes below one micron (0.000001 meter). For example,

integral lens arrays using refractive/diffractive hybrid lenses can be made having very fine-

pitched arrays of over seventy (70) lenses per linear centimeter (two hundred lenses per linear

inch). The refraction/diffraction lens design provides other advantages including being

highly efficient in the imaging process, especially when using a narrow band wavelength

illumination, while remaining an acceptable lens for viewing the image under ambient, white-

light conditions. This hybrid design has the further advantage of substantially reducing the

profile of the lens to allow the array to be manufactured with techniques such as UV

embossing, extrusion, hot embossing, and injection molding, each of which are known in the

art and thus require no further discussion herein.

[0038] Regardless of the design of the individual lenses, the integral lens array 106 is

typically formed on one side of a transparent material, the thickness of which is determined to

correspond with the focal length of the lenses. This focal length is determined by the

wavelength of light used in the imaging process, the refractive index and Abbe properties of

the material, and the angle of incoming light rays from the optics system 114 or active digital

mask 102.

[0039] Lenslet configurations can include, but are not limited to, square, hexagonal,

triangular, random, and diamond packed arrangements of generally spherical lenslets. The

lens array itself can be formed in sheets, continuous web form, and/or in isolated spot form

where the lens array portion of the sheet or product is limited to a fraction of the overall



material. The remaining material may remain otherwise clear or include other unrelated

surface features.

[0040] The material of the integral lens array 106 can include any optical-grade,

effectively transparent material such as a plastic material like a petroleum based polymer or a

starch based polymer. Illustrative examples include polyvinyl chloride ("PVC"), polyesters,

polycarbonate, acrylic, polystyrene, polypropylene, or optical glass. The lens array surface

itself can be formed prior to imaging, formed as an unexposed material, formed within the

imaging system, or formed after imaging, as may be the case when the image is calculated

and not imaged directly through the lenses.

By other approaches, the integral lens array 106 may be constructed out of edible material so

as to make an edible integral lens array. The edible integral lens array may be used to

provide images on confectionary items or on pharmaceuticals, for example. The edible lens

array may be made out of any one of pullulan, starch, cellulose ethers, gellan gum,

carrageenan, alginate and hydroxypropylmethylcellulose ("HPMC"), hydroxypropylated

starch, gelatin, hydrated gelatin (for example those known as flash melt types and other

edible films), glucose, maltose, sucrose, dextrose, and fructose.

[0041] In general, the edible integral lens array is formed on a product over an edible,

light-sensitive material layer. The thickness of the edible integral lens array layer is

determined to correspond with the focal length of the lenses formed on its surface. This focal

length is determined by the wavelength of light used in the imaging process, the refractive

index and Abbe properties of the material, and the angle of incoming light rays from the

camera optics.

[0042] The edible integral lens array may be formed using a variety of known

methods including embossing, molding, hot or cold press, or other suitable method such that

the material accepts a lens morphology from a die. For many of these materials, a drying

process after formation of the polysaccharide coating is often necessary, thereby requiring a

consideration of the effect some coating shrinkage on the edible lens array die design.

Certain extruded starch sheets, however, require no drying after the die-molded coating

process. More specifically, the edible lens array surface may be formed by "silk" screening

though pre-defined apertures to form beads of material, chill-embossing the pattern directly

onto the heated material, disposing grains of material to an agglutinative coating that is



heated to form a beaded shape, or directly molded through embossing and released upon

curing. These methods are generally known in the art.

[0043] By certain approaches, the edible lens array pattern may cover the entire

product or be formed in isolated areas, where the edible lens array portion of the product is

limited to a fraction of the overall product surface area that is otherwise clear or consists of

other unrelated surface features. In other approaches, the edible lens array can also be

formed in a separate step and later adhered to the product, both in sheet or continuous web

form.

[0044] The integral lens array 106 is formed relative to the light sensitive material

112. The light-sensitive material layer 112 is generally disposed on the second side 110 of

the integral lens array 106, typically at the focal plane of the lens array 106. The light

sensitive material 112 is light sensitive and forms a defined change in contrast and/or color

upon exposure to a specified intensity of light for a specified period of time. The coating

may be formulated to be wavelength specific or sensitive to a wider band of light. Light

sensitive materials sensitive to shorter-wavelength light produce finer image features, which

is useful in approaches using higher frequency or higher density integral lens arrays. One

example of such a material includes Dupont's DYLUX brand film coatings. Such materials

allow for finer detailed images on the target surface. Such light sensitive materials allow for

handling in daylight conditions, without the use of a darkroom thereby decreasing the effort

needed in post-processing the image.

[0045] A preferred approach for the light sensitive material 112 incorporates a

wavelength(s) specific, molecular grain, and process-less coating or coatings, although

panchromatic coatings could also be used. A light sensitive material 112 including a

molecular grain coating typically provides a very fine grain that in turn provides an improved

resolution to allow for the use of higher frequency or higher density integral lens arrays.

[0046] In one such application, the active digital mask 102 provides an image 404 of

extremely fine micro-text to be captured by the light sensitive material 112. When viewed

after exposure, the text becomes generally unreadable as a blurred, far-foreground floating

element, but when a substantially transparent surface, such as a ground glass or other similar

surface, is placed in space at the apparent position of the blurred text, the text becomes at

least in part, substantially visible on the glass as readable text. The fine letters or other

components of the text can be a fraction of the width of an individual lenslet. This micro-text



can be imaged as part of the volumetric image in the system. This approach typically brings

additional value to the process as a covert security mark.

[0047] The light sensitive material layer may or may not require chemical processing

to develop the image after exposure. By some approaches, including, for example, Dupont's

DYLUX brand coating, Fujifilm's CODESTREAM brand coating, and coatings developed by

and commercially available from DataLase, the coatings do not require post chemical

processing, and will produce changes in contrast and/or color upon exposure to light, and

maintain said change in contrast indefinitely thereafter. Such materials reduce post¬

processing time and cost.

[0048] By other approaches, the light sensitive material layer 112 may be an edible

light sensitive material layer. The general requirements of the edible light-sensitive layer are

that it can be applied as a thin (often less than about l Oµm) coating with good coverage and

adhesion to a pharmaceutical or food product, that it will discolor under light radiation, for

example intense ultra violet ("UV") light, to form the desired image, and that it will adhere

well to an overlaid edible integral lens array coating layer.

[0049] The edible light sensitive material layer may be made of any suitable material.

For example, the material may include any one of a carbohydrate with a metal salt, at least

one protein-based film, wheat gluten, a soy protein and a whey protein, polysaccharide,

starch, modified starch, cellulose ethers, alginates, carrageenans, and a gum. Protein-based

films, for instance, discolor in ultra violet light. Another example, corn zein, the main protein

in the corn endosperm, is available commercially as a food or pharmaceutical coating.

Bovine, porcine, and fish gelatin are also available commercially for coating.

[0050] By some approaches, edible light sensitive materials are prepared by adding

edible components to polysaccharide coatings to achieve a UV-sensitive material. This

includes starch, modified starch, cellulose ethers (such as methyl cellulose ("MC"),

hydroxyproply methylcellulose ("HPMC") or hydroxypropyl ethylcellulose ("HPEC")),

alginates, carrageenans, and gums such as pectin and gellan. HPMC, for example, is used for

pan and fluidized-bed coating of pharmaceutical tablets.

[0051] Regardless of the type of coating used, it often can be formulated to be

wavelength specific or sensitive to a specific band of light. As discussed above, light

sensitive materials sensitive to shorter-wavelength light produce finer image features, which



is useful in approaches using higher frequency or higher density integral lens arrays thereby

allowing for finer detailed images on the target surface. Similarly, formulations such as those

commercially available from DataLase such as its PHARMAMARK brand coatings allow for

handling in daylight conditions without the use of light-controlled environments can save

post-processing time and expense.

[0052] By one example approach, an edible integral lens array may include 1) an

underlying HPMC layer with a UV-sensitive additive acting as the light sensitive material

layer 112 and 2) an overlaid die-molded polysaccharide ("PS") lens array over the HPMC.

Although the PS lens array is typically formed through a chilled drum casting method,

extrusion is an alternative method of creating the PS integral lens array.

[0053] With reference again to the approach of FIG. 1, the optics system 114 focuses

the image 404 from the active digital mask 102 relative to the placement of the integral lens

array 106. This setup allows for a number of options in the type of integral image 504

created. The optics system 114 may include any one or more of several optical elements

including a primary lens 116, a compound lens 118, a mirror, and a lens screen 117. The

combination of such elements with the active digital mask 102 and the integral lens array 106

create an optical train that can be adjusted as needed.

[0054] The optics system 114 may optionally include six to eighteen anti-reflection

coated elements arranged in a mostly symmetrical fashion from left to right about the center

axis to cancel aberrations made with singlets and doublets of crown and flint glasses and to

reduce chromatic aberrations. So configured, the optics system 114 may allow performance

across the visible spectrum at the red, green, and blue wavelengths of the active digital mask

102 so as to create full color images.

[0055] With reference to FIG. 3, at least one motor 202 may be operatively coupled to

a controller 204 and at least one of the optics system 114, a portion of the optics system 114,

the active digital mask 102, and the integral lens array 106 such that the motor(s) 202

controls, at least in part, the relative movement of the optics system 114 or portions thereof,

the active digital mask 102, and/or the integral lens array 106. As is known in the art, relative

movement of elements of the optical train will affect the focal point of the image provided by

the active digital mask 102 thereby affecting how the image is captured by the light sensitive

material layer 112. Therefore, through the motor controller 204, the integral image 504 and

result of the exposure of the light sensitive material later 112 may be controlled.



[0056] Typically, different motors 202 are coupled to the different movable elements.

For example, the active digital mask 102, the primary lens 116, and/or the integral lens array

106 can each be connected to a different motor 202, such as a linear motor as are generally

available in the art, such that each may be independently moved along the long or "Z" axis of

the system to adjust the relative distances among the elements.

[0057] In still a further approach and with reference to FIG. 6, the active digital mask

102 is a rear illumination screen with optics (not shown) that provide at least one of either

converging or parallel light rays. The active digital mask 102 is spaced directly in front of

the first side 108 of the integral lens array 106 disposed toward the active digital mask 102,

but just off the surface of the integral lens array 106, usually at less than approximately three

centimeters (approximately one and a quarter inches). The light sensitive material layer is

spaced relative to the second side 110 of the integral lens array 106, away from the active

digital mask 102. This approach simplifies and greatly reduces the length of the optical train.

If the light rays are collimated, this will form an integral image 504 that appears to float off

the surface of the integral lens array 106. If the light rays are parallel (not collimated), this

will produce a non-dimensional integral image 504 of the active digital mask 102 that will

disappear upon viewing the integral lens array 106 at an off-axis.

[0058] In general, and with reference to FIGS. 1 and 8, the method 500 for creating

images, for example on a non-flat surface, includes providing 805 an image 404 from the

active digital mask 102 as a suspended aerial real image relative to a first side 108 of an

integral lens array 106. The suspended aerial real image is used 810 to change at least one of

the color and contrast of the light sensitive material 112 disposed on the second side 110 of

the integral lens array 106 opposite of the active digital mask 102. The image 404 from the

active digital mask 102 may be adapted 820 using optics 114 disposed between the active

digital mask 102 and the integral lens array 106 such that the suspended aerial real image is

positioned relative to the integral lens array 106. In other approaches, an image 404 from the

active digital mask 102 is altered in at least one of brightness and exposure time for the

foreground elements and/or background elements to achieve an at least substantially uniform

exposure to the light sensitive material 112. In yet other approaches, as will be described

further below, the method 800 includes distorting 825 the image 404 to compensate for

optical distortion caused by the optics or to compensate for imaging to a non-flat light

sensitive material 112 and/or the integral lens array 106.



[0059] In one approach to creating an integral image as seen in FIG. 7, the optical

train and active digital mask 102 can be fixed, to repeatedly form a recreated flat plane image

504 from the active digital mask 102 on the target object 502 that would appear to float above

or below the integral lens array 106. The image 404 presented from the active digital mask

102 can change content from exposure to exposure, but the image 404 will always appear as a

floating flat plane above or below the integral lens array 106. Alternately, the active digital

mask 102 can be placed at a fixed angle, not perpendicular to the z-axis or long axis of the

optical train, to create images 504 through the integral lens array 106 and light sensitive

material layer 112 of the object 502 that appear to run from the background to the

foreground.

[0060] In another approach, the active digital mask 102 can form a fully volumetric

image 504 in the integral lens array 106 and light sensitive material layer 112 by drawing a

continuous contour of the image while moving the active digital mask 102, for example by

using a motor 202, along the optical z-axis at a synchronous speed. Optionally, one can

alternately move either the primary lens 116 or the optical system 114 along the z-axis to

achieve a similar result. The variable image 404 presented to the integral lens array 106 in

this example is created to be intentionally pseudoscopic, so when the recorded image 504 is

viewed it is orthoscopic (not depth reversed).

[0061] In yet another approach, the active digital mask 102 can form a fully

volumetric image by spinning the active digital mask 102 in a manner similar to swept-plane

volumetric displays. The principle is to have a two dimensional ("2D") surface sweep in a

circle, creating a volume. The image 404 on the 2D active digital mask 102 surface changes

as the surface rotates so as to draw a volumetric image in space. In swept-plane volumetric

displays, humans perceive a volume because of the persistence of vision. In this case, the

integral lens array 106 and light sensitive material layer 112 record this persistent image from

the active digital mask 102 as if it were a real, three-dimensional object. As with other

approaches, the location of the suspended aerial "object," as it relates to the integral lens

array 106, can be altered by changing the position of the active digital mask 102, the primary

lens 116, the optical system 114, or the integral lens array 106 along the z axis. The image

404 presented to the integral lens array 106 in this approach is created again to be

intentionally pseudoscopic, so when the recorded image 504 is viewed it is orthoscopic.



[0062] In a further approach, because the optical system 114 suspends the aerial

image in space to be intersected by the integral lens array plane, the integral lens array 106

need not be a flat surface to the record the image. A variety of non-uniform shapes can allow

for an image 504 to be formed that is viewable as a whole. Viewing the recorded image 504

outside of a certain limited viewing angle, however, can cause the image 504 to appear

distorted. Images recorded in this way are difficult to calculate and produce by any other

integral imaging reproduction method, including lithographic printing, and are therefore

especially useful in anti-counterfeiting applications. Non-uniform surfaces include, for

example, box shapes, cylindrical or spherical shapes, and complex molded shapes. Example

applications include a tamper-evident plastic wrap around a pharmaceutical bottle lid or other

product packaging.

[0063] Active digital mask 102 pixel screens, as described herein, can cause

undesirable moire effects when used in conjunction with integral lens arrays 106 because of

regular geometric patterns in both the active digital mask 102 and integral lens array 106 that

can conflict with one another. These effects can be reduced in a number of ways. By one

approach, selecting the magnification of the image from active digital mask 102 can reduce

image artifacts. By a second approach, selecting a digital active mask 102 and/or an integral

lens array 106 resolution to reduce image artifacts. By a third approach, the active digital

mask 102 may be tilted slightly, along the x/y-axis, relative to the integral lens array 106 to

reduce image artifacts. In a forth approach, randomly packed lenslets of the integral lens

array 106 and/or organic random pixel screens used for the active digital mask 102 may be

used to reduce the possible moire effects.

[0064] By a fifth approach, a projection surface 140 is spaced between the active

digital mask 102 and the integral lens array 106 such that an image 404 from the active

digital mask 102 is projected onto the projection surface 140. The projection surface 140

typically is placed at the focal point 115 of the optics system 114 and made of a ground glass

surface, although other suitable substantially transparent projection screens may be used.

This approach reduces undesirable moire effects that may occur through the use of the active

digital mask 102 with the integral lens array 106 by reducing or eliminating the pattern

induced by the active digital mask 102.

[0065] It is further contemplated that because the imagery 404 presented by the active

digital mask 102 is digital, any distortions caused by the optics system 114 or curvature in



integral lens array 106 and/or the light sensitive material 112 can be reverse-compensated by

preemptively distorting the image 404 presented by the active digital mask 102. As such, an

image 404 from the active digital mask 102 can be distorted 525 to compensate for optical

distortion caused by the optics or to compensate for curvature in either the light sensitive

material 112 and/or the integral lens array 106.

[0066] With reference to FIG. 3, a mask controller or computer 206 is operatively

coupled to the active digital mask 102 such that the computer 206 controls, at least in part,

distortion in images 404 displayed by the active digital mask 102. The mask controller or

computer 206 may include a memory circuit 208 and a processor circuit 210 for performing

ray tracing to determine corrective distortion to apply to the images 404 displayed by the

active digital mask 102. Those skilled in the art will recognize and understand that the

memory circuit 208, processor circuit 210, mask controller 206, and/or the motor controller

204 may be comprised of a plurality of physically distinct elements as is suggested by the

illustration shown in FIG. 3. It is also possible, however, to view this illustration as

comprising a logical view, in which case one or more of these elements can be enabled and

realized via a shared platform 212. It will also be understood that such a shared platform 212

may comprise a wholly or at least partially programmable platform as are known in the art.

[0067] By one approach, the ray tracing can be accomplished by presenting a

succession of grid distortion targets within the allowable z-space, including elements of the

optics system 114, the integral lens array 106, and/or the projection surface 140, and

measuring the differences between the actual light ray path and the expected. For instance,

with reference to FIG. 9, the method of correcting distortions in the image 504 may include

using software to ray trace 605 between the active digital mask 102 and the integral lens array

106 and determining 610, at least in part in response to the ray trace, how to distort the image

404 from the active digital mask 102. Similarly, the method of correcting distortions in the

image 504 may include using software to ray trace between the active digital mask and the

light sensitive material 112, through the integral lens array 106, and determining, at least in

part in response to the ray trace, how to distort the image 404 from the active digital mask

102. Then, based on these simulations and/or measurements, the image 404 provided by the

active digital mask 102 is digitally compensated for these distortions. As shown in FIG. 7,

for example, the image 404 of the words "LOGO" may be distorted at the active digital mask

102, to account for aberrations in the optics 114 such as the primary lens 106 and curvature in



the target object 502, such as where the object 502 a pharmaceutical pill. Thus, the image

504 created on the object 502 will not exhibit distortions caused by the optics system 114 or

the object's 502 curvature.

[0068] An example of software capable of such ray tracing includes software for

performing computer-aided design ("CAD"). For instance, using certain CAD software

programs as are readily available, one can create wireframe models of every element through

which the light rays 104 travel between the active digital mask 102 and the light sensitive

material 112, thereby allowing the software to predict distortion and other undesirable effects.

Software products marketed and sold under the 3D STUDIO MAX brand can provide this

capability.

[0069] By another approach, an integral image can be created, and distortions in the

integral image can be observed by scanning or other adequate method. Thus, through

observing the distortions, the computer 206 can distort the image from the active digital mask

102 in response to the observed distortions in the image created in the light sensitive material

112. This process may include a simple trial and error process to eliminate or reduce

undesirable effects.

[0070] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the above-described processes are

readily enabled using any of a wide variety of available and/or readily configured platforms,

including partially or wholly programmable platforms as are known in the art or dedicated

purpose platforms as may be desired for some applications. Also, those any of the above

procedures may also be used to optimize imagery formed on non-uniform surfaces.

[0071] So configured, nearly any virtual object or scene can be imaged using the

teachings of this disclosure, including a human face. Hardware and software to capture the

contour of a human face and subsequently digitally combine that contour with color and

shading information is now readily available. The disclosed system may be used, therefore,

to create products like secure identification cards and other identification documents.

Further, because the system utilizes readily available, inexpensive, pixel-based active digital

masks, a system of this sort could be produced at low cost, and in a compact space, making

the technology well suited for use in the field, such as within a local Department of Motor

Vehicles or other governmental field office. The volumetric display can utilize any color

(wavelength) of light for monochromatic emulsions, white light, or a combination or red,



green, and blue light to realize full color images to be recorded in one step to a pan¬

chromatic, light-sensitive material layer.

[0072] Those skilled in the art will recognize that a wide variety of modifications,

alterations, and combinations can be made with respect to the above described embodiments

without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. For example, if it is necessary

to produce multiple copies of the same image, the volumetric imaging device can image

multiple copies at once to increase the speed of production. For example, if the dimension of

the entire image area is 64.5 square centimeters (ten square inches), and a 6.45 square

centimeter (one square inch) image is required, then one hundred images could be imaged in

one exposure. In the process of manufacturing the imagery, the images may be formed in

multiples to the integral lens array in sheet form or a continuous web of material, to be

finished in subsequent steps, or on individual finished products, such as drivers' licenses,

passports, or tamper evident lid seals. The integral lens array can also be formed on demand,

within the imaging system.

[0073] In another approach, because the integral imaging approach allows for

parallax information to be presented in both vertical and horizontal directions, two or more

separate images can be recorded within the same image space, the final product of which

would appear to flip from one image to another as the lens array was tilted and viewed from

different directions. The multiple images could be related or unrelated, stereoscopically

based or just separate flat imagery, or a combination thereof. Such modifications, alterations,

and combinations of the disclosed elements are to be viewed as being within the ambit of the

inventive concept.



We claim:

1. A system for forming an integral image comprising:

an active digital mask;

an integral lens array with a first side and a second side;

a light sensitive material layer spaced relative to the second side of the integral lens

array;

an optics system spaced between the active digital mask and the first side of the

integral lens array.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the active digital mask comprises at least one of the

group comprising:

a rear illuminated pixel based screen;

a self-luminous pixel based screen; and

a reflective pixel-based screen.

3. The system of claim 1 wherein the integral lens array comprises a plurality of

refraction-diffraction hybrid lenses.

4. The system of claim 3 wherein each of the refraction-diffraction hybrid lenses

includes a diffractive component and a refractive component.

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the integral lens array comprises at least one of a

group comprising a plurality of refractive lenses and a plurality of diffractive lenses.

6. The system of claim 1 wherein the integral lens array comprises a plastic material

comprising at least one of a group comprising:

a petroleum based polymer; and

a starch based polymer.

7. The system of claim 1 wherein the integral lens array comprises an edible integral

lens array.



8. The system of claim 7 wherein the edible integral lens array comprises at least one of

a group comprising:

pullulan;

starch;

cellulose ethers;

gellan gum;

carrageenan;

alginate and hydroxypropylmethylcellulose;

hydroxypropylated starch;

gelatin;

hydrated gelatin;

glucose;

maltose;

sucrose;

dextrose; and

fructose.

9 . The system of claim 1 wherein the light sensitive material layer comprises a

molecular grain coating.

10. The system of claim 1wherein the light sensitive material layer comprises a process-

less light sensitive coating that changes at least one of color and contrast when exposed to a

light source.

11. The system of claim 1 wherein the light sensitive material layer comprises an edible

light sensitive material layer.

12. The system of claim 11wherein the edible light sensitive material layer comprises at

least one of a group comprising:

a carbohydrate and a metal salt;

at least one protein-based film;

wheat gluten;

a soy protein and a whey protein;



polysaccharide;

starch;

modified starch;

cellulose ethers;

alginates;

carrageenans; and

a gum.

13. The system of claim 1 wherein the optics system comprises at least one of a group

comprising a primary lens, a compound lens, and a lens screen.

14. The system of claim 1 further comprising modified light sensitive material wherein

the modified light sensitive material comprises at least a portion of the light sensitive material

exposed to an image from the active digital mask focused by the optics system at a place

relative to the integral lens array.

15. The system of claim 14 wherein the modified light sensitive material when viewed

through the integral lens array provides a variable image appearing above or below the

integral lens array.

16. The system of claim 1 wherein an image from the active digital mask is distorted to

compensate for curvature in at least one of the integral lens array and the light sensitive

material.

17. The system of claim 1 wherein an image from the active digital mask is altered in at

least one of brightness and exposure time for at least one of a group comprising foreground

elements and background elements to achieve at least substantially uniform exposure to the

light sensitive material.

18. The system of claim 1 further comprising at least one motor operatively coupled to a

controller and at least one of the optics system, the active digital mask, and the integral lens

array such that the at least one motor controls, at least in part, relative movement of the optics

system, the active digital mask, and the integral lens array.



19. The system of claim 1 fUrther comprising a projection surface spaced between the

active digital mask and the integral lens array such that an image from the active digital mask

is projected onto the projection surface.

20. The system of claim 19 wherein the projection surface comprises a ground glass

surface.

21. The system of claim 1 further comprising a computer operatively coupled to the

active digital mask such that the computer controls, at least in part, distortion in images

displayed by the active digital mask.

22. The system of claim 2 1 wherein the computer further comprises a memory circuit and

a processor circuit for performing ray tracing to determine corrective distortion to apply to

the images displayed by the active digital mask.

23. A system for forming an integral image on a non-flat surface comprising:

an active digital mask comprising a rear illumination screen with optics that provide

at least one of a group comprising converging and parallel light rays;

a integral lens array spaced less than approximately three centimeters from the active

digital mask, the integral lens array comprising a first side disposed toward the active digital

mask and a second side disposed away from the active digital mask;

a light sensitive material layer spaced relative to the second side of the integral lens

array.

24. The system of claim 23 wherein the integral lens array comprises a plurality of

refraction-diffraction hybrid lenses.

25. The system of claim 23 wherein the integral lens array comprises at least one of a

group comprising a plurality of refractive lenses and a plurality of diffractive lenses.

26. The system of claim 23 wherein the integral lens array comprises an edible integral

lens array.



27. The system of claim 26 wherein the edible integral lens array comprises at least one

of a group comprising:

pullulan;

starch;

cellulose ethers;

gellan gum;

carrageenan;

alginate and hydroxypropylmethylcellulose;

hydroxypropylated starch;

gelatin;

hydrated gelatin;

glucose;

maltose;

sucrose;

dextrose; and

fructose.

28. The system of claim 23 wherein the light sensitive material layer comprises an edible

light sensitive material layer.

29. The system of claim 28 wherein the edible light sensitive material layer comprises at

least one of a group comprising:

a carbohydrate and a metal salt;

at least one protein-based film;

wheat gluten;

a soy protein and a whey protein;

polysaccharide;

starch;

modified starch;

cellulose ethers;

alginates;

carrageenans; and



a gum.

30. The system of claim 23 wherein an image from the active digital mask is distorted to

compensate for curvature in at least one of the integral lens array and the light sensitive

material.

31. The system of claim 23 further comprising a computer operatively coupled to the

active digital mask such that the computer controls at least in part distortion in images

displayed by the active digital mask.

32. The system of claim 31 wherein the computer further comprises a memory circuit and

a processor circuit for performing ray tracing to determine distortion to apply to the images

displayed by the active digital mask.

33. A method for creating images on a non-flat surface comprising:

providing an image from an active digital mask as a suspended aerial real image

relative to a first side of an integral lens array;

using the suspended aerial real image to change at least one of color and contrast of a

light sensitive material disposed on a second side of the integral lens array opposite of the

active digital mask.

34. The method of claim 33 further comprising adapting the image using optics disposed

between the active digital mask and the integral lens array such that the suspended aerial real

image is positioned relative to the integral lens array.

35. The method of claim 34 wherein providing the image from the active digital mask

comprises distorting the image to compensate for optical distortion.

36. The method of claim 35 wherein distorting the image further comprises using

software to ray trace between the active digital mask and the integral lens array and

determining, at least in part in response to the ray trace, how to distort the image.



37. The method of claim 35 wherein distorting the image further comprises using

software to ray trace between the active digital mask and the light sensitive material and

determining, at least in part in response to the ray trace, how to distort the image.

38. The method of claim 35 wherein distorting the image further comprises observing

distortions in an image created in the light sensitive material in response to the image from

the active digital mask and distorting the image in response to the observed distortions in the

image created in the light sensitive material.

39. The method of claim 34 wherein providing the image from the active digital mask

comprises projecting the image onto a transparent surface disposed between the optics and

the integral lens array.

40. The method of claim 33 wherein providing the image from the active digital mask

comprises distorting the image to compensate for imaging to a non-flat light sensitive

material.

41. The method of claim 40 wherein distorting the image further comprises using

software to ray trace between the active digital mask and the integral lens array and

determining, at least in part in response to the ray trace, how to distort the image.

42. The method of claim 40 wherein distorting the image further comprises using

software to ray trace between the active digital mask and the light sensitive material and

determining, at least in part in response to the ray trace, how to distort the image.

43. The method of claim 40 wherein distorting the image further comprises observing

distortions in an image created in the light sensitive material in response to the image from

the active digital mask and distorting the image in response to the observed distortions in the

image created in the light sensitive material.

44. The method of claim 33 wherein providing the image from the active digital mask

comprises altering at least one of a brightness and an exposure time for at least one of a



foreground element and a background element of the image to achieve uniform exposure to

the light sensitive material.

45. The method of claim 33 further comprising tilting the active digital mask relative to

the integral lens array to reduce image artifacts.

46. The method of claim 33 further comprising selecting a magnification of the image to

reduce image artifacts.

47. The method of claim 33 further comprising selecting a resolution of the image to

reduce image artifacts.

48. The method of claim 33 wherein the image comprises at least in part text wherein the

elements of the text at the light sensitive material are smaller than a width of a lenslet of the

integral lens array.

49. The method of claim 48 further comprising placing a substantially transparent layer

relative to the light sensitive material to render the text from the light sensitive material at

least in part, substantially readable.
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